G.

Lights and electricity.

First take of the sidecar Wheel.

The white/yellow light unit should be in the front. Position the ground plate and mark the holes( 2 for assembly
and 1 for the electricity cables). Drill the 2 holes with a f5,5 mm drill and the third with a 10 mm drill.

Make sure the rubber ring is assembled to the ground plate. Then assemble the ground plate to the mudguard
with enclosed screws and rings. Do not tighten completely!!

Repeat this with the rear lights: brake light (red) should be on the inside. And the position/ blinker light right
with the red part down.

Assemble the wiring loom. The ligths with metal back plates will have the earth connection through the
metalplate and black wire. If you follow the wiring loom from of the multi connector, use the blue round screw
connector for the 3 black cable (see electrical scheme) and connect with the ground plate of the rear light
/indicator.
.

Connect the one black wire and the grey/red with the metal connectors to the brakelight unit. Make sure the
wires cannot be accidently cut by Sharp edges or so.

Use the blue and black/grey wires on the lights and indicator. Use the red round screw connector for the front/
indicator light’s earth. Connect the black/grey wires and lead one end to the front light. Connect the blue wires
and lead one end to the front light. The double wires must be screwed in the bulb holders. Connect the black
cable with red round screw conector to the fron ground plate, connect the blue and grey/black wires to the front
bulb holders. (Grey/black is used for light, blue is used for the indicator)

Now fix the lights. Use some kit to seal the holes.

Drill some holes…..

so you can fix the wiring with tie-raps

Use the adhesive cableclips and glue them to the sidecar body. Make sure the wiring stay clear from Wheel and
moving parts.

Use the original wiring which runs to the rear light of the motorcycle to connect the sidecar lighting. Whilst
working on these connections make sure ignition is of. For extra safety disconnect the – wire from the battery.
Use the following motorcycle wires;
-

Brown; earth connection
Blue/Black; indicator right
Grijs/Yellow; brakelight
Grey/Black; rearlight

Use the red tap connectors to connect the motorcycle wiring with the multiconnector wiring.

Connect;
-

MC
Brown
Blue
Grey/Red
Grey/Black

Sidecar
Black
Blue/Black
Grey/Yellow
Grey/Black

Place the bulbs in the holders.
Indiciators and brake
12V 18W
Light front (short)
12V 5W
Light rear (long)
12V 5W

Connect the male/female multiconnectors replace the battery cable. Turn ignition on and check if lighting
functions alright.

When the lighting functions properly place the covers on the lighting units.

Make sure the wiring is connected with the chassis with the tie-raps. Choose the rigth place for the wiring
routing. Make sure the wiring stays clear from Sharp edges.
Finally place the sidecar Wheel back on the hub.

